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A multipath inverted echo sounder  MIES! was developed and tested for
measuring vertically averaged currents by accurately measuring time differences
between two acoustic signals transmitted in opposite directions along multiple paths in
the ocean, The multipath inverted echo sounder has a signal source that is phase-
modulated by a maximum length binary sequence and a correlation processing unit that
is capable of identifying multipath acoustic signals. The acoustic paths form a "sing
around" vertical triangle with a base about 10 km long, and the time differences
determine the horizontal component of vertically averaged velocity through a water
column. The field tests were conducted by using three multipath inverted echo sounders,
Each multipath inverted echo sounder functions as a transponder and records all data.
The results of the field tests are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The "sing around method" of flow measurement is based on the travel time
difference of reciprocal acoustic waves between two points. Rossby �975! discussed the
principles and experimented in the laboratory. Reciprocal transmission experiments
aimed at the tomographic observation of a midocean vortex was made by Worcester et al,
by deploying two moorings 300 km apart in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean west of
Bermuda  Worcester, 1985, Howe, 1986!. Similar experiments were performed by
DeFerrari, et al, �985! in Florida Straits. Furthermore, Chaplin �986! has been
investigating the measurement of horizontal currents averaged through the whole water
column using two inverted echo sounders moored near the bottom.

We have developed a new type of inverted echo sounders called the multipath
inverted echo sounder  MIES!. Requirements for the system performance are to identify
multipath acoustic signals and estimate precise transmission time in underwater
channels that are disturbed by noise. The signal processing technique uses a signal
whose carrier frequency is phase-modulated by a maximum length binary sequence with
correlation processing  Spindle, 1979!. We conducted a reciprocal transmission
experiment using acoustic waves around a triangle defined by one path directly between
two MIES moored with about 10 km horizontal spacing and positioned about 100 m above
the ocean bottom and another path reflected off the sea surface halfway between them.
The current vectors in the horizontal direction are determined by measuring in two
different directions, At the same time, the depth variation of the main thermocline can be
measured with multipath inverted echosounders  Watts, 1977!. Therefore, the system
may be very effective for monitoring transportation phenomena in the ocean.
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The acoustic waves transmitted via the four paths shown in Figure 1.

Sound paths:

1. MIES-A - MIES-B, MIES-B - MIES-A

2. MIES-A - surface - MIES-B, MIES-B - surface - MIES-A

3, MIES-A - surface � MIES-A, MIES-B - surface - MIES-B

4, MIES-A - bottom - MIES-B, MIES-B � bottom - MIES-A

Figure l. Schematic diagram for
vertical mean current

velocity
M1ES-BLll ES-h

ds l' ds
~ti2 = ti2 � t2> =

qc+u> qc � u�

f u,ds

where u, is the component of the flow velocity along the path I of the sound wave. The
approximation involved here is very good, since ugc<10 s. Since the acoustic velocity
varies in accordance with water temperature, pressure, and salinity, the sound velocity
can be written as

c =c, +bc �!
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Let the speed of sound be c, then the reciprocal transmission time difference h tg along a
path I is given by



where c,is the mean speed of sound and 8 c is its variation. Since in the case of interest
to us 8 c/c,<0,03, Eq. �! can be approximated to

2 t'Attz =- � � J u ds2J s
c, r �!

Assuming that the vertical component of flow velocity can be ignored, and we consider
only the horizontal component u z!,

t2=M,+N+
ts-� M +N �!

where M and N are the times for sound to travel along the two sides of the vertical
triangle, and + and - denote opposite directions. From Eq. �!, the reciprocal travel time
difference bt is

At = t2 � ts =  M+ � M !+  N+ � N !

From Eq. �!, we obtain the following equations.

0

u z!cot8dz2co -D

0
u z!cot8dz

Co -D

M,� M

N,� N
�!

If the acoustic ray paths are almost straight lines, the following equation applies to
Eq. �!.

L

cot0 = 2
D �!

Therefore,

bt = 2 u z!dz2L 1

Co D D  8!

is obtained. By putting mean current U,

1 CU = � J u z!dzDJ,
Eq. �0! is obtained from Kq.  8! and Eq,  9!.
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Referring to Figure 1, we denote travel time along path 2 and path 3 by t,z and ts
respectively. These are given by



c2
U=

2L �0!

Thus, the horizontal current averaged from the surface to depth D can be measured from
Eq. �0!. In this equation, L is obtained froin the travel time via the direct path 1.

INOORING DISTANCE BETWEEN NIES-A AND MIES.B

ACOUSTIC TK4LNSCEIVER

The source and receiver are integrated into a mechanical package to form a
transceiver as shown in Figure 2  a!, Both are processed and controlled by a single CMOS
V40 microprocessor that operates on a 1-MHz time base and is equipped with an RS-232C
interface so that the transceiver and personal computer can be interconnected for data
communication,

The transmitted signal was chosen to have the following characteristics:

carrier frequency f, = 10 kHz

digit length = 4 cycles of 10 kHz = 0,4 ms

sequence length = 127 digits = 50.8 ms

transmission length = 1 sequence period = 50.8 ms.

The transmitted signal is generated by reading out from a FROM in which the phase-
coded signal is stored. The PROM produces a 10-kHz square wave as shown in
Figure 2 b!. The two phase states are 0 and m. The phase-coded digital signal is then
amplified by a power amplifier, filtered by a combination of a broad band pass filter and
an impedance-matching network, and applied to the ring ceramic element. Energy is
supplied by hthium batteries,

The receiver consists of two synchronous detectors and a microprocessor-
controlled unit that digitizes, correlates, identifies, and records signals on EPROM. The
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When the vertically averaged velocity as described above is measured, the mooring
distance L should be first determined. Equation �0! also represents the relationship
between the reciprocal acoustic travel time differences ht and the mooring distance of the
echo sounders taking the current as a parameter. This shows that the transmission time
differences A t are G.28 - 2.8 ms when L = 3 km and 0.4 - 4 ms when L = 5 km for the
assumed range of current velocities, Furthermore, they are 0.78- 8 ms when L = 10 km,
that is to say, the time differences increase with the mooring distance between the
individual units and the travel time can be easily measured since higher accuracy is not
always needed. However, it should be kept in mind that the curving of acoustic ray paths
will influence the measurement, Time measurement accuracy should be better than
0.1 ms. Therefore, the required SNR can be obtained by signal processing which uses the
acoustic wave with a carrier frequency of 10 kHz phase-modulated by a maximum length
binary sequence with correlation processing. This enables multipath signals to be
identified.



projector transducer is also used for acoustic signal reception. A single CMOS V40
microprocessor performs both control and signal-processing functions in the receiver.
Signal acquisition is initiated by the processor at the source transmit time plus a preset
time according to maximum range. The incoming signal is amplified and filtered using
a 2-kHz band-pass filter centered at 10 kHz. The filtered signal is then heterodyned to
base band before A/D conversion. The resulting in-phase and quadrature components of
the signal are passed through 2-kHz low-pass filters, sampled at 50 kHz, and digitized by
two A/D converters, one for each component of the signal. Thus the receiver obtains two
samples per transmitted signal. Each sample is intercorrelated with the corresponding
replica of the transmitted signal.

The processor squares each intercorrelation and sums their results, The arrival
time is obtained as the abscissa of the resulting peak value. The transceiver responds
after a preset interval from this arrival time. The arrival time in each peak value and the
several adjacent amplitudes are stored on a 1-Mbytes EPRON for later analysis.coscd ci  a!

 b!

Figure 2. The block diagram of a transmitter and a receiver of multi-path inverted echo sounder
 a! and the square wave phase-modulated by a maximum binary sequence  b!

VERTICAL IVIEAN OCEAN CURRENT VELOCITY

Experiments for measuring vertically averaged currents were designed and
conducted in the sea are between Miyake and Mikura islands  Figure 3!, where the depth
is about 1100 m. Three multipath inverted echo sounders were deployed at the vertices of
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Figure 3. The equilateral triangular network constructed of three multipath
inverted echo sounders deployed off Mikura island

ass ball  x7!  buoyancy=175 kg!

hnderra current aeter

tipaths inverted echo sounder

ustic release
Figure 4. The mooring system consists

of multipath inverted echo
sounder, Anderra current
meter and acoustic release

50 kg  x5!  weight=250 kg!
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Figure 5,  a! Sound speed profile  c! and  b! four acoustic ray paths D, S, B, and SB calculated
from water temperature profile  T! measured with XBT. Multipath inverted echo
sounders are moored at points A and B,
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an equilateral triangle with side of approximately 10 km and at a height of 100 m above
the ocean bottom. Figure 4 shows the mooring system which includes an Anderra
current meter in order to independently measure bottom current velocity. Figure 5 b!
shows the acoustic ray paths calculated from the profile of the water temperature T
measured with an XBT  Figure 5 a!!. Some bending of the ray paths can be seen near the
surface, but this efl'ect can be ignored. Figure 6 shows records of wave shapes processed
by the receiver, of which the acoustic waves emitted from MIES-A traveled to MIES-B
along paths as shown in Figure 5. We observed three arrival peaks. The first peak
consists of direct sound and that reflected from the bottom, which can be seen at the rear
edge of this signal. The second peak is the sound reflected by the surface and the third
peak is the sound reflected by the surface and the bottom. The travel time differences give
the vertically averaged currents in the ocean by using Eq. �0!. These signals have
sufficient SNR and the multipath acoustic signals are easily identified.
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Figure 7, Travel time series for acoustic signals of  a! one way and �! the opposite way during a
19-day period
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Figure 6. The received signal is heterodyned to base band and then the in-phase and quadrature
components  a! are passed through a 2-kHz low-pass filter, and each component is
intercorrelated with the replica of the transmitted signal, then they are squared and
summed  b!.



Sound travel times along paths 1 and 2 between MIES-A and MIES-B during a 19-
day period are shown in Figure 7. The time bases of three multipath inverted echo
sounders are synchronized just before deployment by using a quartz oscillator.
Figure 7 a! shows the travel time along the direct path and the travel time from MIES-A
to MIES-B via the sea surface. Figure 7 b! shows the travel times in the opposite
direction, The slopes of these figures are due the drift of the clock circuits, Ke now
discuss effects of clock drift and the motion of the mooring system,

At'=  M, + N+ + 6i + 6z � L � 6! ! �  M + N � 6i + 6z � L + 6  � 6s!
=At �  L, � L !

coU � UL � �� 0

L, +L � 26; �2!

The bottom current velocity can be obtained from reciprocal travel time differences along
the direct L ray path. This is, however, affected by clock drift as follows,

L,� L

b L +L 0

2
� 6s

�3!

Therefore, we use the velocities measured with the Anderra current meters.

Figure 8 shows the bottom current velocity measured by an Anderra current
meter. The effects of tidal current can be seen. Figure 9 shows the spectrum of the bottom
current. There are three kinds of bottoin tidal currents which have periods of a half day,
one day and three days. Hence, the vertically averaged velocities were estimated by a
moving average over 3 days from the acoustic reciprocal transmission times between the
two echo sounders by using Eq. �2!. These are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10  a! shows
the vertically averaged velocity flowing in the direction from point A to point B, and  B! is
the vertically averaged velocity flowing in direction from point A to point C  Figure 3!,
The vector of the vertically averaged current can be calculated from these two flows.

� 43�

The first part of Eq. �1! expresses the effect of clock driR and the motion of the mooring
systems, where hi is the clock drift, and 6z and 6s are the effects of the motion of the
mooring systems reflected M+N ray path and the direct L ray path respectively. If the
acoustic travel time along the M+N ray path is measured relative to the acoustic travel
time along the L ray path, travel time difference At' of the acoustic signals transmitted in
opposite directions will not be affected by the clock drift and the mooring system motions,
since reciprocal transmissions are made within a short interval that is two or three
minutes and the clock drift and the motion are frozen as expressed in the second part of
Eq. �1!. When we use At', the vertically averaged ocean current velocity relative to the
bottoxn current is obtained from the following expression.
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Figure 8. Bottom current velocity measured by an Anderra current meter

Figure 9. Spectrum of bottom current velocity
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Figure 10. Vertically averaged current velocity Rowing  A! from point A to point B and  8! from
point A to point C

CONCLUSION

An acoustic method was discussed for measuring vertical average ocean currents
by accurately zneasuring time differences between two acoustic signals traveling in
opposite directions along multiple paths in the ocean, Measurement of vertically
averaged ocean currents were conducted by using three specially developed multipath
inverted echo sounders off Mikura island. It was found that the method is effective for
measuring vertically averaged currents in the ocean. Some inaccuracy was caused by
drift of the time base clock circuits and motion of the mooring. This motion, however, is
due to tidal currents. Therefore, the effect on measurement of current velocity can be
reduced by taking a moving average. Drift of time measurement strongly affects the
measurement of the bottom current velocity. Therefore, further research is needed to
reduce this drift.
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DESIGN OF ACOUSTIC AR1tkY OF ELLIPTIC RING TRAWSDUCERS

I ixue Wu and Adam Zielinski
University of Victoria

Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

ABIFFRACT

A novel array of elliptic ring radiators is proposed which generates a fan-type
beam with controllable sidelobe level. Such an array can find several applications in
specialized sonars such as sidescan sonars, sonars for fish finding and stock
assessment, obstacle avoidance systems and others. A design approach which uses the
concept of equivalent linear array is presented. This approach benefits from the existing
design techniques developed for linear arrays. It requires only simple matrix operations
and does not involve any optimization,

The design examples presented demonstrate that a fan-type beam with sidelobes
suppressed to more than 40 dB in all possible directions is achievable.

INTRODUCTION

Fan-type acoustic beams are widely used in specialized sonars such as sidescan
sonars, sonars for fish finding and stock assessment, and other systems  Clay, 1977!,
Such beams are relatively broad �0' � 45'! in one direction and narrow �' - 5'! in the
direction orthogonal to the broad beam direction, The systems usually consist of linear
arrays made from rectangular elements. It is possible to control the radiation pattern in
the narrow beamdirection by the application of proper weights to each array element. In
the broad beam direction, however, the radiation pattern is determined by the width of
the rectangular elements and has large first sidelobes �3,5 dB!. Existence of such
sidelobes adversely affects sonar performance,

In this paper we propose a novel array consisting of several concentric elliptic
ring radiators, which is capable of generating a superior radiation pattern. A design
approach which uses the concept of equivalent linear array is presented. This approach
benefits from the existing design techniques developed for linear arrays. It requires only
simple matrix operations and does not involve any optimization.

The design examples are presented which show that 40 dB or more sidelobe
suppression in all possible angular directions in the radiation pattern is achievable. The
proposed configuration can be implemented as a receiving array using piezoelectric film
and as a transmitting/receiving array using concentric hollow cylinders operating in
longitudinal mode.

DIRECTIVITY FUNCTION OF AN EI JJPTIC PISTON

In general the directivity function of an arbitrary piston can be obtained as a
suitable integral over its face  Wilson, 1988!. The face of an elliptic piston is shown in
Figure 1. The directivity function  radiation pattern! of such a planar elliptic radiator of
uniform sensitivity, with major and minor axes of X and 2b, respectively, placed in an
infinite rigid baAle, is given by
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Figure 1. Geometry of an elliptic piston and its equivalent radius

We introduce implicitly the new variables p and y by the following transformation:

x =apcosp, 0< p< l; y =bpsiny, 1< ly<2rr.

Now we can rearrange the integral in Kq. �! to obtain the following form:

�!

2m 1D, Hy! = j � sin 8 a cos ycos e + b sin y sin e! b~~
0 0

Furthermore, if we let

bsin EIIa cos P sinP'�cos f�
�!
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where A is the wavelength of radiated signal, s the area of integration  surface of the
elliptic piston!, and 8, P are the angular coordinates shown in Figure l.



then we can express Eq, �! as

D  8 y! J � 81I1 8 cQII  IP - P ! 6++ ~

We note that the integral �! has the forxn of the integral expression of the zero-order
Bessel function of the first kind. We finally write Eq. �! as

D, 8,p! = ab

where Zi  ! is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind. For a circular piston
transducer for which a = 6, the above result reduces to that derived in Ristic �983!.

AN ARRAY OF ELLIPTIC RING RADIATORS

The directivity function of an elliptic ring radiator with major axes a;, a,, minor
axes 6;, b;.q, uniform sensitivity, and placed in an infinite rigid baNe can be readily
obtained by subtracting directivity functions of two elliptic piston radiators given by
Eq. �!, that is;

�!
where

 8!

are defined as the equivalent outer and inner radii, respectively, of an elliptic ring at
angle P.

We now consider an array formed by several concentric elliptic ring radiators,
each contributing to the overall directivity function with weighting coeKcients c, as
illustrated in Figure 2, for the case of three elliptic rings  for the sake of consistency we
will also call the central, elliptic portion of the array a ring!.

The directivity function of an array with N elliptic ring radiators arranged in such
a way can be written as

D � 2 6 J i kri s'n! ~ 2 b ~i kri sin! � 2 6D 8,$! = 2',b,c, . + Z c, 2',-b, � 2',,b,,kri sin 0 ' ' kri sin 0 ' kr; isin8
4 � 2

where r; is the equivalent outer radius of the ith elliptic ring given by Kq.  8!.

By varying the weighting coefficients c;, and the major and minor axes a; and 6,,
one can modify the overall function D to approximate a certain desired function Dg.
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kri isin8
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Figure 2. Front face of an array of elliptic ring radiators

DESIGN OF AN ARRAY OF EI.LIPTIC RING RADIATORS

An equivalent linear array  ELA! method  Zielinski, 1991! was developed for the
design of an array of circular ring radiators. The method benefits from existing design
techniques developed for linear arrays. The developed methodology requires only simple
matrix operations and does not involve nonlinear optimization. In this section we will
extend the ELA method to the array of elliptic ring radiators using the equivalent radius
concept described in the previous section. Such an elliptic ring array can generate a
radiation pattern which approximates a desired radiation pattern Dg. The directivity
function of an elliptic ring array D is given by Eq.  9!. The error of approximation e can be
defined as

" = llD = Dell' = < D- D,i,>- Dd ~ �0!

Here we treat functions as vectors in Hilbert space and use the norm denoted by i? i to
express the error function. The < > denotes the inner product,

The objective of the design is to determine the array parameters as given in Eq.  9!
which minimize the error e. Nonlinear optimization algorithms can be used in array
synthesis but are computationally intensive. This presents a practical difficulty for an
array of a significant size, Furthermore, the size of the array can not be selected as a
variable because of the nature of its effect on the objective function  i,e., approximation
error e> defined by Eq. �0!!,

Equivalent Linear Array of an Elliptic Ring Radiator

A linear array with 2N point elements spaced uniformly by d has the directivity
function given by Zielinski �991!
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D~ u! = wjcos �j � 1!u!

where  wj! are the weighting coefficients and u is defined as u =  xd/ksin8.

The directivity function of an elliptic ring radiator with the equivalent outer and
inner radii r, and r; j, respectively, given by Eq.  8! can be rewritten in the u -domain as

m;b;d ~J, �r;/dja]
D, $,8!�

m,b;d J,I�r, i/d!uI
�2!

Assuining an infinite length linear array, it is possible, by proper selection of the
weighting coeflicients wj, to obtain a directivity function equal to that of an elliptic ring
radiator, that is

D, u! = w, cos � j � 1!u!
j= 1 �3!

We call such an array the equivalent linear array to an elliptic ring radiator. As
discussed in Zielinski �991! the functions cos  Pj - 1!u! are orthogonal in the u -domain;
their inner products are defined as

4
< cos �i � 1!u!, cos � j � l!u! ! = � cos �i � l!u! cos � j � 1!u!du

X p

fori = j

else �4!

Applying the inner product defined by Eq. �4! to Rq. �3! we obtain

wj   cos � j � 1!u!,cos �i � 1!u! !=  D,  u!, cos �i � 1!u! !
j=0 �5!

which leads to the explicit expression for wj

4
w = � D, u!cos � � 1!Q!du

K p
j =1,

�6!
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To express the radiation pattern of an elliptic ring radiator we need a set of
equivalent linear arrays rather than one equivalent linear array as in the case of a
circular ring radiator  Zielinski, 1991!. Each equivalent linear array produces a radiation
pattern which represents the radiation pattern generated by the elliptic ring radiator on
a certain plane P, This is illustrated graphically in Figure 3. The weighting coefficient w~
depends on P and therefore depends on the equivalent outer and inner radii r, and r, >, It
can be shown that under the condition



1/2

where 8 = 6; /a;, for i = 1,2,...,N, this dependence can be eliminated,

2a i ys

Figure 3. Front face of an elliptic ring radiator and its equivalent linear arrays

&asign of an Array of Elliptic Ring Radiators by the Equivalent Linear ~ Method

The equivalent linear array inethod for the design of an array of elliptic ring
radiators is a technique in which all elliptic ring radiators are represented by a series of
sets of equivalent linear arrays, each for diFerent  Ii, The directivity function of the array
of elliptic ring radiators is then the sum of the directivity functions of all equivalent
linear arrays. Each equivalent linear array of an elliptic ring radiator has in principle
an infinite number of elements and associated weighting coefficients. In general, the
magnitude of these coefficients decreases for elements far away from the center of the
array. It is therefore possible to truncate the equivalent linear array to a finite number of
elements by disregarding elements with small weighting coefficients. This truncating
process is studied in Zielinski �991!,

The following are the design steps for obtaining the weighting coeFicients for the
array of elliptic ring radiators, The procedure presented here is only a summary. The
design procedure is similar to that for arrays of circular ring radiators, and is detailed in
Zielinski �991! and Wu �991!,

1. Design a linear array of point radiators with variable spacing d which produces a
desired radiation pattern  for example associated with a Dolph-Chebyshev array!,
As a result, the vector of weighting coefficients wi, and the size 2N  number of
elements! of the array are obtained  Rlliot, 1966!. We call such an array a
prototype.

2. Consider a series of N elliptic ring radiators, and find their equivalent linear
arrays with spacing d and size 2N by properly selecting their weighting
coefficients. Note that in order to have the same spacing in all equivalent linear



arrays for all elliptic rings we require the major and minor axes of elliptic rings to
satisfy the condition 6' = b;/a;.

3. Arrange the weighting coefficients of the equivalent linear arrays to form a
matrix af weighting coefficients as described in Zielinski �991!.

4, Find the weighting coefficients of the elliptic ring array by inverting the matrix
formed in step 3 and multiplying it by the vector of weighting coefficients w~ of the
prototype formed in step 1. Here the condition b = b,/a; ensures that the matrix of
weighting coef5cient is independent of p. Therefore, we obtain a set of weighting
coefficients of the array for all 4!, since they are independent of p.

We performed an array design by applying the above design technique to a Dolph-
Chebyshev linear array as a prototype, We assume a prototype of 20 elements with b= 0.2.
Two cases are considered: 30 dB and 40 dB sidelobe suppression. The beamwidths of the
prototype were 6.5' on the plane 4! = 0'! x32  on the plane p = 90'! far sidelobe suppression
of 30 dB and 7'  on the plane P = 0 ! x36'  on the plane 4i = 90'! for sidelobe suppression of
40 dB. The design of the elliptic ring array with closely matched radiation patterns was
performed which resulted in an elliptic ring array of major axis 10K consisting of 10
elliptic rings. The corresponding normalized weighting coefficients and ring sizes are
tabulated in Table 1. The resulting radiation patterns generated by such array are shown
in Figure 4 for different angle P and for 30 dB postulated sidelobe suppression, The dotted
lines indicate the radiation patterns of the Dolph-Chebyshev prototypes. We see that the
resulting radiation patterns are almost identical to those of postulated Dolph-Chebyshev
prototypes. Shown in Figure 5 is the 3-D radiation patterns of the resultant elliptic ring
array with postulated 30 dB sidelobe suppression. We observe that this is a substantial
improvement compared to the radiation pattern of a conventional linear array with
rectangular elements.

Table 1, Weighting coefficients and ring sizes of an elliptic ring array for
different sidelobe suppression levels

Bing No, Major Axis  Aj Minor AxIs  Aj IVcighting  'oef}scient
40  IB30 dBin ncr I ii ilciouter outer
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Figure 5. Three-dimensiona! radiation pattern of an a y 'p 'rra of eHi tie ring radiators
postulated 30 dB sidelobe suppression

CONCLUSIONS

v l confi ration of an array of elliptic ring radiators it is possible to
an- ' d d I b s, Examples demonstrate thatfan-t beam with greatly suppresse si e o es, x

su ression of over 40 dB in all possible direction is achievable, This resu t
f ill ti ' o ' o th t l

element arrays used in sidescan sonar systems,
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NUl IERICAL MODEL OF SOUND PROPAGATION
IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN

Renhe Zhang, Yi He, and Hong Liu
Academia Sinica

Beijing, China

ABSTRACT

Although there are many numerical model methods of ocean acoustic fields, each
method has certain limitations in application because of the complication of the ocean
medium. This paper presents an accurate and fast numerical model method, the WKBZ
mode approach, which is a generalization of the well-known WKB method, Numerical
simulations show that the approach has not only high accuracy but also fast running
speed. The WKBZ mode approach is also extended to gradually range-dependent
channels on the basis of the adiabatic mode theory, The approach is applied to the
environment in the Philippine Sea, in which gradual horizontal variation of sound
velocity is observed, The calculated i'esults are in good agreement with measured data,
The presented approach may be further applied to the study of ocean variability using
acoustics.

INTRODUCTION

In most regions of the ocean, the vertical gradient of sound velocity is about a
thousand times that of the horizontal one, so the ocean is often regarded as a plane-
stratified medium in a first approximation  Brekhovskikh, et al., 1982!. As the normal
mode approach can give an exact solution to the acoustic field in a stratified medium, it
is often used to compare with several approximate methods such as ray theory, parabolic
equation  PE! method  Tappert, 1977!, and Gaussian beam  Porter, et al., 1987! approach,
and taken as a criterion to check the accuracy of approximate methods  McDanid, 1975!.
Although there are many numerical propagation codes based on the mode approach
 DiNapoli, et al., 1979!, the conventional mode approach is awkward to apply to higher
frequency and broadband propagation due to the complication of evaluating a great
number of mode eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The WKBZ approximation  Zhang,
1990; 1981! was proposed, and has been used to evaluate the average and convergence-
zone fields in underwater sound channels.

However, in areas of the convergence of cold and warm currents or in regions
with meso-scale eddies, the horizontal variation of sound velocity cannot be neglected.
The normal-mode method should be extended to range-dependent environment  Pierce,
1965; Milder, 1969! and developed as the coupled mode theory  McDaniel, 1967;
Rutherford, et al., 1981; Boyles, 1983!. In coupled mode theory, the calculation of
eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and mode coupling coefficients is the most important and
difficult problem. When the horizontal variation of an ocean medium is so gradual that
the mode coupling may be neglected, an adiabatic mode theory  Nagl, et al., 1987! can be
applied and the calculation can be greatly simplified.

In this paper, a new approximate approach to sound propagation in horizontally
stratified oceans is first proposed by using the WKBZ approximation, and then the WKBZ
mode approach is extended to gradually range-dependent channels on the basis of the
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adiabatic mode theory. The first section presents the WKBZ theory. The second section
gives numerical simulations of propagation in a North Pacific channel, The third section
presents illustrative examples of propagation in the Philippine Sea. The last section
summarizes the principal results of this paper.

lAM3Z MODE THEORY

In the horizontally stratified ocean, the acoustic field of a harmonic point source
in an underwater sound channel is mainly determinated by the waveguide modes, that
ls,

L
~sx;~ ~P = ] � e'4 ~i/// zi!y/ zz!+o~ exp iv~r!

/=0

where I, is the maximum number of waveguide mode, zi and z2 are the source and
receiver depths, v/ and i[// z! are the eigenvalue and eigenfunction of normal mode,
respectively.

The WKB approximation is one of the most commonly used approximations to
evaluate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. However, it has singularity at turning depths,
In order to overcome the shortcoming of the conventional WKB approximation, the
generalized phase-integral approximations were proposed  Zhang, 1981; 1990!. Here we
call them the WKBZ approximation for short.

Using the WKBZ approximation, the eigenfunction i[// with two parameters can be
approximately written as

ki/
exp -

0 z Q 

E
1/8

Bb � Db [k  z,rj � v<]+16[k  zr! � vt,]

sin k t'y,r! � v, dy+ � ��2 z

kM

 
1/s

Bb � Dlz '  k  zr! � v, ,]+[k  z,r! � v, ]

  � 1! exp�/ 4
 /   z < Hi/s

J2 Bb ' � Db k  z,r! � v> +1 k  z,r! � v,
�!
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where H is the water depth, B = 2.152, D = 1.619, y = � ln cos � '!, b = ',rp, the surq!, Bk  zr!
a.

face phase - shift, S< the cycle distance of a mode, q< and  > respectively the turning depths
above and below the channel axis.

To illustrate the accuracy of the WKBZ approximation, we discuss the model of a
bilinear channel. Figure 1 a! is the sound velocity profile, Figure 1 b! the integrated
eigenfunction for i=10, Figure 1 c! the enlarged part of the eigenfunction near the
turning depth q~, in which the solid lines, dashed lines and circular points denote the
exact solution, WKB and WKBZ approximations of the eigenfunction, respectively. It can
be seen from Figure 1 that the WKB approximation diverges at r!>, while the WKBZ
approximation has certain accuracy everywhere.

Wil fuljiTO 1520 1570

B

4C

A a

 c! b!

Figure 1. The WKBZ approximation versus the exact solution and WKB approximation

When the upper turning-depth is near surface, it is necessary to take into account
the surface phase-shift correction. The eigenvalue equation can be then written as
 Haskell, 1951; Tolsoy, 1955; Zhang, 1965!

2 22 k  y! � v> dy � y, � tp> �� 2Ix, I = 0, 1,...,l,
ns
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where q, and yt, are the phase-shifts due to turning  or reflecting! at qt and Q,

respectively, The surface phase-shift y�can be expressed as  Zhang, 1965; Murphy, et al.,
1974!

tp >0

x v to!
� + 2arctan � 2�0
2 u to!

tp �,
�!

"I -' ~'!]2 z

where t =, b�! =, m = 2/3It i, u t! and v t! are Airy functions
b�! dz z-0

 Brekhovskikh, 1980!. Incidentally note that the surface phase-shift correction is
important for evaluating the eigenvalues  Brown, 1982! and the WKBZ eigenfunctions of
the near surface turning modes.

For gradually range-dependent channel, the WKBZ inode approach is easily
extended on the basis of the adiabatic mode theory. Assume that the ocean medium
varies with horizontal range so gradually that the mode coupling may be neglected,
resulting in the "adiabatic approximation". Under the condition of adiabatic
approximation, the acoustic field of a harmonic point source may be expressed as
 Brekhovskikh, 1982!

8x;" ~p i Zl Z2! r 4 QVI~Z1 r!+I~22 f! JUI�!8Xp I UJ p!dpj.
r 0

I

where vt�! and vt p! are the "Local" eigenvalues of modes, g zi,0! and yt z2,r! are the
"Local" eigenfunctions of inodes, respectively at the source and receiver positions,

I 1
y = l+ � !tt+ � yb i = L+ 1,L+2,.�

2 2 �!

and

-I iv qtj
P  r! =

st �!

where V ~! is the bottom-reflection coefficient, yq=-argV pt!.
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For definiteness we suppose that the velocity of sea water near the sea-bottom is
greater than that near the surface In an ocean channel, there are generally two types of
normal modes: the waveguide modes and bottom-reflection modes. For the waveguide
modes, the corresponding eigenrays do not touch the sea-bottom, the eigenvalues are real
and determined by Eq. �!. For the bottom-reflection modes, the corresponding eigenrays
reflect from the sea-bottom, and the eigenvalues are generally complex, i.e., vt=g+iPt.
The horizontal wavenumber pt and attenuation coefficient Pt are respectively determined
by  Zhang, 1974!



NUMERICAL SIliCUI ATION OF PROPAGATION IN A NORTH PACIFIC CHANNEL

For illustrative purpose, the
WKBZ mode approach is numerically
applied to sound propagation in the
North Pacific. The sound velocity profile
 Boyles, 1984! is showin Figure 2, in
which the channel axis is at 686 m and
the axis velocity is 1478 m/s.

Sound ve}ocity,m/g
I ~ iO >t&l 1 ~ $O I$Oi l510 1$70 1530 >$14

Figure 3 shows the transmission
loss comparison be tween the WKBZ
approximation  WKBZ! and the conven-
tional mode approach  NM!, for a
frequency of 100 HZ, a source depth of
60 m and a receiver depth of 686 m. In
Figure 3, WKBZ-NM denotes the
difference of the transmission loss less
than 100 dB between WKBZ and NM. It
can be seen from the figure that the
convergence-zone structures calculated
by two codes are coincident very well. As
compared to the conventional normal-
mode code, the WKBZ mode approach
yields reductions of computer time by a
factor of 20. So the numerical results
show that the WKBZ mode approach is a
fast and accurate method to predict the
acoustic field of convergence zones in
stratified ocean channel, and is suitable
for long-range, broadband propagation, Figure 2, A North Pacific velocity profile

MJMERICAL SI14fULATIONS OF PROPAGATION IN THE PHILIPPINE SEA

In this section, we consider sound propagation in the Philippine Sea. Figure 4
shows the velocity profiles measured at 0 and 250 km  Akulichev, 1990!, in which the two
profiles have obvious difference above the depth of 500 m. So the WKBZ adiabatic mode
approach is applied to sound propagation in this region with horizontal variation.

In Figure 5 are shown the transmission-loss curves measured and calculated by
using the WKBZ adiabatic mode code for a frequency of 109 Hz, a source depth of 100 m
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The contributions of two types of modes to the field are different. The
characteristics of long-range propagation, especially the fields in convergence zones are
mainly determined by the waveguide modes, while the fields in the deep shadow zones
are mainly contributed by the bottom-reflection ones. Since there are a great number of
bottom-reflection modes whose spatial interference periods are much shorter, the field of
bottom-reflection modes is suitable for smoothly averaging  Zhang, et al., 1990!, We then
express the whole intensity as l=lw+ Ip, where I w is the intensity of waveguide modes by
coherent sum and Ia the smoothly averaged intensity of bottom-reflection modes by
incoherent sum.



and a receiver depth of 107 m. Here the sea-water absorption is taken into account in
calculated curves. The solid and dashed curves in Figure 5 a! correspond to the intensi-
ties of waveguide and bottom-reflection modes; respectively, the curve in Figure 5 b!
corresponds to the whole intensities  Iw+Ib!, and the curve in Figure 5 c! is the mea-
sured one. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the positions and forms of convergence zones
calculated and measured are coincident well, and the fields in the deep shadow zones
less than 100 km are also consistent with measured data. For the fields in the deep
shadow zones beyond 100 km, the measured curve is higher than the calculated one due
to the noise background.

Finally, in Figure 6 is shown a
three-dimensional diagram of trans-
mission loss in the Philippine Sea cal-
culated by using the WKBZ adiabatic
mode code, in which the spatial struc-
ture of acoustic field is demonstrated
clearly.
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Figure 3. Transmission loss versus range for
source depth of 60 m, receiver depth of
686 m, and frequency of 100 Hz
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On the basis of the WKBZ
approximation of eigenfunctions and
taking account of the surface phase-
shift correction, the WKBZ mode
approach is proposed in this paper.
The WKBZ mode approach has
advantages of concise form, easy
calculation and high accuracy. The
approach is numerically applied to
sound propagation in the North
Pacific. The comparison of the WKBZ
mode approach with the conventional
mode approach shows that the WKBZ
mode approach is an accurate and
fast numerical model method to
predict acoustic field of convergence
zones in stratified ocean channels.

For gradually range-dependent
channels, the WKBZ mode approach
is extended on the basis of the
abiabatic mode theory. The WKBZ
adiabatic mode approach is applied to
the environment with gradually
horizontal variation of sound speed in
the Philippine Sea. The calculated
results are in good agreement with
measured data. It is noted that the
presented approach may be further
utilized to study acoustic monitoring
of ocean variability.
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bottom-reflection  dashed curve! modes, respectively
 b! Calculated transmission-loss curves including waveguide and bottom-reflection

modes
 c! Measured transmission-loss curve
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A DISTANT SlVRV L-SCALE TSUNAMI

Sung B. Yoon and Philip L.F. Liu
Cornell University

Ithaca, New York, U.S.A

An efficient numerical inodel is developed to simulate the propagation of distant
small-scale tsunami. The model solves the linear shallow water equations using the
finite element leap-frog scheme whose numerical dispersion replaces the physical
dispersion of Boussinesq equations. The finite element technique has an advantage over
the finite difference scheme in adjusting mesh size according to local water depth and in
giving correct dispersion effects. Simulation of the 1983 Japan Sea tsunami reveals many
new phenomena such as the role of the Yamato Rise and the submerged ridge as a wave
guide.

INTRODUCTION

The seafloor in the Japan Sea contains active earthquake zones which have
generated tsunamis causing significant damage along the Japanese coastline. These
tsunamis also propagated across the Japan Sea and attacked the southeastern part of the
Korean coastline.

An effective way for tsunami hazard mitigation planning is to establish
inundation zones along those coastlines vulnerable to tsunami attacks. To produce
reliable inundation estimates, it is essential to develop a numerical model which
accurately calculates tsunami propagation from a source region to coastal areas  target
regions! and the resulting tsunami run-up and flooding.

Because the earthquake zones are located along the east rim of the Japan Sea,
tsunamis travel a long distance across the entire Japan Sea before reaching the east
coast of Korea, The source dimension, however, is much shorter than the propagation
distance. Therefore, the dispersion effects of waves are important for accurate
simulation of transoceanic wave propagation.

In this study we develop a finite element model based on the leap-frog scheme to
simulate tsunami propagation over a long distance. The finite element model solves the
shallow water equations, but the solution given by the model contains the numerical
dispersion which plays an equivalent role of physical dispersion of the Boussinesq
equations. The numerical model is verified using known analytical solutions and tide
gauge records for the 1983 Japan Sea Central Region Earthquake Tsunami.

GOVERMNG EQUATION

If the wave length of a tsunami is long in comparison with typical water depth but
is much shorter than the tsunami propagation distance, the dispersion effects are
important, Since the nonlinearity is negligibly sma11 except for the regions very near the
shore, the linear Boussinesq equations can be used for the most part of the open sea. A
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conservative form of Boussinesq equations for the case of slowly varying topography can
be written as:

%+Px+qy =0

gh
Pi + gh lr =   Ixr + lyy !g

3

~here p and q are the flux components in the x and y directions, respectively, h denotes
water depth and q represents free surface displacement. The subscripts represent partial
differentiation. For the unidirectional �-D! tsunami waves over constant depth, the
linear Boussinesq equations can be reduced as:

5+px =0 �!

p, +ghi!, = q
gh'

3 �!

which gives the following dispersion relationship for a periodic wave train:

CO A. hC � � = Jgh I
k 3 �!

where C is the phase speed and w and k are the frequency and wave number,
respectively. The inclusion of dispersion in Boussinesq equations gives a slower phase
speed for k a 0 than that of infinitely long waves  i.e., k = 0!.

NUMERICAL SCHEME

At = ~4h' t. ghht' �!

This scheme was first introduced by Imamura �989! in the framework of a finite
difference leap-frog scheme with a staggered mesh.

It is, however, difficult to generate finite difference meshes which satisfy the
condition  Eq. �!! for the cases of a variable depth in two dimensions, To overcome this
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The leap-frog scheme has been widely employed to simulate short wave
propagation over long distances due to its nondissipative nature. However, the leap-frog
scheme is subject to numerical dispersion whose effect on propagating short waves is
similar to that of physical dispersion. In this study we employ the leap-frog scheine to
solve shallow water equations rather than Boussinesq equations and the physical
dispersion effect will be represented by nuinerical dispersion by adjusting the step size
according to the time step and local water depth as:



shortcoming associated with the finite difference scheme, a finite element scheme is
developed to solve the linear shallow water equations:

rt, +p,+q =0

p, +ghq =0

q, +ghq =0

 8!

 9!

�0!

In this study, the Galerkin finite element method is employed to solve the shallow water
equation  8!-�0!. The flow field is divided into linear triangular elements, The free sur-
face displacement, q, and flux components, p and q, are interpolated as:

1 = +a 1a ~ p = @apa ~ q = +aqa �1!

where @ denotes the linear interpolation function and the variables with subscript a  = 1,
2, 3! represent the value at the a th node of each element, The Galerkin procedure gives
the following finite element equations:

M~'!p+ B~Pp+ C~qp = 0

M~Pp + R~hpily � 0

M~qp + S~�hpg�= 0

�2!

�4!

where the dot denotes the time derivative and

M~ � �  @�4p!dQ

B~ � � � @p�!dQ
n

C~ � � � spy!dQ

R~ = g �~4p<Pr «!dQ

S~r � � g ��4p4�!did
�5!

The time derivatives are approximated by the central difference scheme, for example,

n+1 n-I
gp � 'gp

�6!
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where the superscript e denotes time step and all the spatial derivatives are evaluated at
the n th time step. Substituting time derivatives into Eqs. �2!-�4! gives:



pp � Mzppp 2AtRNpy hpy!y

M~qp+ = M~qp � 2AtS~yhpq>

�8!

�9!

4
where M~ is the lumped coefficient matrix obtained by row sum of M~ to ensure the
pure explicit scheme.

The 1-D version of finite element equations �7!-�9! for a constant depth can be
represented in the following form:

n+1 n- 1 a nyt> � yt< P>+s � Pt- i 0
+

2At 2Ax �0!

n+1 n-1 n
P! Pl ii+2 lt � i  !

2At 2 Ax �1!

where the subscript i represents spatial step and the superscript n denotes time step.
Using the Taylor series expansion, Eqs. �0! and �1! can be recast into differential
equations:

%+Px =0 �2!

ghAxp, +ghy!, = � � � v !t7��+0 At',Ax',At,Ax !
�3!

where i~ is the  'ourant number defined by:

v= ~gh-At

Ax �4!

C =- � = ~gh
k �5!

The above dispersion relationship becomes the same as that given by Boussinesq
equations �! if we define

Ax = ~h+ghdt �6!

which is slightly different from the condition �! given by Imamura �989! due to the
different definition of step sizes, For the two-dimensional cases this condition gives
slightly less numerical dispersion for the waves propagating obliquely to the mesh
alignment than along the main axes  see Imamura R Goto, 1988!.
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The right-hand side of Kq, �3! represents the numerical dispersion error resulting from
the finite element approximation of shallow water equations through the leap-frog
scheme. These modified equations give the dispersion relationship for a periodic wave as:



TRSF OF NUMERICAL MODEL

To verify the accuracy of the finite element model, tsunami waves propagating
radially in two dimension over a horizontal bottom  h = 10 m! are simulated. The initial
free surface displacement il is given by Gaussian hump centered at the origin  x =y = 0!
as:

xz+ 2 ~ttz
rt x,y,t = 0! = 2e �7!

where a, the characteristic width of Gaussian hunip, is set to be 50 m.

The exact solution of a linear KdV equation is given by Carrier �990! as:

ttfr,t/ = tsf�/pr/cos/ /e " ' dp
ts/22ps/3 �8!

where r/= trs e y y/o/ is the normalized distance from the origin, d� is the Bessel function
of the first kind of order zero. The integration
is performed numerically using Gaussian
quadratures. As shown in Figure 1, the uni- c
form mesh size Ltd =Ay! is chosen as 14.142 m
which satisfies the condition �6! according to
the time step At=1 sec,and water depth h= 0 m,

Figure 2 shows the coinparison between
exact and numerical solution at 300 sec.
Numerical solutions are~resented along the
x-axis  VA!, the y-axis  ~O! and the diagonal
line  OB!  see Figure 1!. The numerical result
shows stronger dispersion effects than the
exact solution in all directions of propagation,
and this dispersion effect seems to decrease
when the waves propagate obliquely to the
main axes as predicted by Imamura & Goto
<1988!. The finite element leap-frog scheme
gives reasonable solutions for leading waves,
but slight deviations for the tail of wave group.

X

2 5 e 2*

Figure 1. Finite element mesh for
model test

SMUIWTION OF 1983 JAPAN SEA TSUNAMI
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For verification of numerical models developed in this study, the 1983 Japan Sea
Central Region Earthquake Tsunami �983 Tsunami hereafter! is simulated. The Japan
Sea is bordered by Russia and Korea on the northwest and by Japan on the southeast as
shown in Figure 3. Its dimension is roughly 1200 km x 1200 km. Since the source area of
the tsunami is small �0 km x 100 kin! in comparison with the entire Japan Sea and the
bathymetry is complicated due to the presence of submerged rises and ridges, the finite
element model has an advantage over the finite difference model in satisfying Eq. �6!
everywhere for the correct dispersion e feet,
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Figure 2. Comparison of free surface displacements at 300 sec,
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Figure 3. Bathymetry of the Japan Sea
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Figure 4 shows the mesh size
determined by Eq. �6! for different water
depths associated with the given time step
of 5 sec, The entire Japan Sea is dis-
cretized into 629,147 triangular elements
with 317,372 nodes using the first seven
types of elements as shown in Figure 5,
The distribution of these elements is
shown in Figure 6.

6I

To obtain the initial displacement of
water surface due to the 1983 Tsunami,
the fault parameters of Aida model-10 are
employed  Aida, 1984!, The vertical dis-
placement of sea bottom at the source area
is calculated using the theory of Man-
shinha and Smylie �971! and is assumed
to be the same as that of the water surface,
All the flux components, p and q, are
assumed as zero.

fy
ion

0
0

h  km!

Figure 4. Finite element mesh size based
on time step 5 sec. The arrival times of the leading

wave from simulation are compared with
tide gauge record along the southeast
coast of Korea and along the northwest
coast of Japan in Figures 7 and 8 where
the locations are shown in Figure 9.
Except for a few locations, the agreement
between observed and calculated arrival
times are good.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of
highest water level obtained from the nu-
merical simulation. The northern Akita
coast of Japan  JA! is expected to have the
largest wave heights due to the orientation
of source and short distance from the
source. The main waves propagating over
the Yamato Rise  YM! are converged
behind the rise and trapped along the
submerged ridge joining Yamato Rise and
Shimane Peninsula  JF! of Japan. Some
portions of the main waves travel toward
the east coast of Korea  KA!. As a result
three main peaks develop near North
Akita Coast  JA!, Shimane Peninsula
 JF!, and the east coast of Korea  KA!.
More local peaks appear at the Yamagata
region  JB!, the north part of Sado Island
 JC!, Noto Peninsula  JD!, and the
Tsuiyama-Maizuru region  JE!.

Wl
3iz. 5 ~

Figure 5. Finite element mesh employed
in simulation of 1983 Tsunami

The mesh size used near shore is too coarse to give quantitative agreement with
tide gauge records, since the tide gauges are usually located deep inside a harbour
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Figure 6. Finite element discretization of Japan Sea for the simulation
of the 1983 Tsunami
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Figure 7. Comparison of arrival time along east coast
of Korea  see Figure 9 for locations!
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Figure 8. Comparison of arrival time along east coast.
of Japan  see Figure 9 for locations!
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Figure 9, Location of arrival time checking stations
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Figure 10. Distribution of computed highest water levels
with contour increment of 0.25 m

Figure 11. Bathymetry near Pohang kiarbour of Korea



protected by coastal structures. For the detailed local computations, the finite difference
model developed by Shuto, et al, �986! is employed. The finite difference model solves the
full shadow water equations based on the leap-frog scheme with staggered mesh. Some
special features such as wave run-up, overtopping, and nesting etc., are aLso included in
the model to study the interaction of tsunarnis with complicated geometry.

The Fohang Harbour located at the southeast coast of Korea is chosen to verify the
detailed finite difference model. The bathymetry near Pohang Harbour is presented iii
Figure ll which shows three regions, Al, Bl and Cl, for the nesting of different mesh
size regions. The mesh sizes are 625 m, 208,33 m, and 69,44 rn for Al, Bl, and Cl regions,
respectively, The time step is 1 sec. The time history of fluxes and free surface
displacement obtained from the finite element model is prescribed along the open
boundaries of the computational domain  Al region!.

The calculated time history
of water surface at the tide gauge
station inside the harbour is com-

f pared with the gauge record in
Figure 12 for 6 hours after genera-
tion of the 1983 Tsunami. The tide
gauge record shows some wind

E g,, ', ' i ' l: ~,' I ' waves  wave height of 12.5 crn!
and tides before the tsunami wave

:,t; arrives at the harbour, The first
two waves are smaller than the
third wave due to the dispersion

t effect of waves described earlier.
This shows clearly that the dis-
persion effect is important for
accurate prediction of a distant

to 2.o 3.o 4.o s.o S.o tsunami, The predominant period
time hr! of tsunami waves is approxi-

...�.. gauge record mately 25 min. for both cases of
calculated numerical and recorded time

histories, while the tide gauge
records of other locations along
east coast of Korea show much
shorter wave periods �0-15 min,!.

The calculated highest water level gives larger values than the recorded one by 5 cm and
the lowest water level from computation is 4 cm lower than observed one. The calculated
wave arrives at the gauge point earlier by 5 cm and continuously leads the phase of
recorded wave. This discrepancy of wave height and phase could be explained by the
characteristics of tide gauge itself  Lander & Lockridge, 1990!. The agreement between
numerical prediction and tide gauge record is reasonable if the pre-existing wind waves
and the tide gauge characteristics are taken into consideration,

O o I
0,0

Figure 12. Comparison of water surface elevation time
history at gauge station of Poharig Harbour

CONCLUDING REPiVERKS

The finite element model developed in this study is shown to be efficient and
accurate to simulate the propagation of distant small-scale tsunamis where the
dispersion effect is important. The model can be used in conjunction with other detailed
run-up models to establish inundation maps for the areas vulnerable to tsunami attacks,
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The numerical simulation of the 1983 Tsunami shows that the Yamato Rise acts
as a focusing lens and the submerged ridge connecting Yamato Rise to Shimane
Peninsula of Japan plays the role of a wave guide, These topographic changes should be
taken into account for the accurate estimation of tsunami wave heights for the areas of
the east coast of Korea and the west part of Japan.
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